Du Bois invariants.
Let (X^x) be an isolated singularity of pure dimension n and let TT : (Y,E) -> (X^x) be a good resolution of it, i.e. E is a divisor with normal crossings on Y. We fix a representative TT : Y -> X with X a contractible Stein space; then E c -^ Y is a homotopy equivalence. We put U:=Y\E^X\{x}.
The Du Bois invariants W^ of (X, rr) are defined bŷ This follows from [13, Prop. 3.3] .
We list some properties of the Du Bois invariants: Proof. -Suppose that (X,x) has depth > k. Then H^(X, Ox) = 0 for % < k by [4] . As X is a Stein space, this implies that ^(^7, Ou) = 0 for 0 < i < k-l.By duality of Grauert-Riemenschneider's vanishing theorem we have H^Y, Oy) = 0 for i < n, so H^Y, Oy) ^ H\U, Ou) for i < n -1. Hence ^(V.Oy) = 0 for 0 < i < k -1. By [11, Lemma 2.14], the maps H^Y, OY(-E)) -^ fT(y, Oy) are injective for all z, so H^Y, Oy(-E)) = 0 for 0 < i < k -1.
In case (X, x) is Cohen-Macaulay, i.e. has depth n, the only possibly non-zero b 0^ is fc 0 ' 71 -1 . We call (X,x) a Du Bois singularity if b°^ = 0 for 0 < q < n. Note that the vanishing of H^Y.Oy) in this range characterizes rational singularities. Du Bois singularities, in particular Gorenstein ones, have been studied by Ishii [6] , [7] . She gives an example of a small deformation of a normal isolated Du Bois singularity such that the deformed singularity is no longer Du Bois, and shows that this cannot happen in the Gorenstein case. It follows that the Du Bois invariants are not upper semicontinuous under deformation in general, but might still be semicontinuous for Gorenstein singularities. However, we will give a counterexample to this in Section 4.
If one only considers deformations which can be simultaneously resolved, then the invariants bP^ do depend upper semicontinously on the parameters. This follows from general semicontmuity theorems concerning higher direct images of coherent sheaves under flat proper mappings.
The restriction of the complex f^y (log E)(-E)) to E is acyclic, hence HP(y,f2y(log^)(-E))) ^ iT(y,E,C) = 0.
This implies that the first spectral sequence of hypercohomology 
Invariants from local cohomology.
Let X,y be as in the previous section. Let L = 9X be the link of (X, x). The cohomology groups H' 1^) carry a mixed Hodge structure. (See [11, Sect. 1] for the proofs of the following statements.) We will focus on its Hodge filtration, and define invariants Z^9 of (X, x) by
Poincare duality for L induces a duality of mixed Hodge structures
and we obtain the equalities
If we put h^ := dimGr^Gr^H^L, C), then one has h^ = h^ and
q By the semipurity theorem [11, Cor. 1.12], /^' 9 = 0 in the following cases: ifz<n,p+g>% and if i > n^p + q < i.
The proof is an easy consequence of semipurity. We recall the following invariants:
r{X,x) = dimTj^^ (the Tjurina number); 
here we write
Because ^l' n -3 = 0, we have the exact sequence
Suppose that (X, re) is moreover Du Bois. Consider the exact sequence
HE(Y^-\\ogE)).
By duality, the third space has dimension & l ' n-l = 0 as {X^x) is Du Bois, and the first one has dimension Z 71 " 1 ' 0 . Hence / n - 
The case of isolated complete intersection singularities.
The link L of an n-dimensional isolated complete intersection singularity is (n -2)-connected, so H 2 '^) -^ 0 can only occur for i € {0, n -1, n, 2n -1}. Hence IP^ = 0 unless p + q € {0, n -1, n, 2n -1}.
Recall that for an n-dimensional isolated complete intersection singularity (X, x) and p = 0,..., n, an invariant 5p(X, x) can be defined in the following way. Choose any one parameter smoothing / : (X'^x) ->• (C,0) of (X, x) and define^( X,^):=dimGr^Cx/ as a Hodge number of the Milnor fibre of (X, x). It does not depend on the choice of the smoothing (see [12] ). Moreover it is an upper semicontinuous n invariant under deformations of (X,.r). Of course, ^ Sp{X,x) = /^(X,a-), p=o the Milnor number of (X, x).
For each one-parameter smoothing with Milnor fibre F one has the exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures
Taking into account the duality of IT^F, L) and H 71^) (w.r.t. Q(-n)) we obtain^ Proof. -If n < 2 the theorem reduces to Theorem 1. So suppose that n > 3. Then &°' 1 = 0 as (X, x) is Cohen-Macaulay. So we still have to deal with the case 2 < p + 9 <n -2. We have the exact sheaf sequences
Note that ^(^^(logE) 0 0^;) = 0 for n < p + q < 2n -1 (as HP^(L) = 0 in that range). As also ^ (V,^ (log E) {-E)) = 0 for these p^q (by Theorem 1), we obtain H^Y^^ogE)) = 0 for n < p+ q < 2n -1.
By duality we get (V, ^\ogE)(-E)) = 0 for 1 < p + q < n -1. 
HW^ogE^-E)) -. ^(Y,^(logE)(-E))
is an isomorphism for 2 < p-\-q < n-1. Therefore H' 1^ fl,^(\ogE){-E)) = 0 in this range. Proof. -By [8] , for any isolated complete intersection singularity of dimension at least two,
for certain invariants 01,02,03. For a Du Bois singularity, 01 = 0, and 03 < Z 71 -1 ' 0 by its definition. Moreover, ^n-1 ' 0 = 0 implies that 02 = a. So we have ^ -r = ^o' nl + a. We conclude by the second case of Theorem 4. Indeed, this follows from the semicontinuity of «i. As a consequence, we get a generalization of [10, Theorem 2.2]: if {X,x) is a rational isolated complete intersection singularity of dimension three, which is not an ordinary double point, then ^^(X.x) > 0. Indeed, if (X,x) is not an ordinary double point, it deforms into a singularity of type A^ or to the intersection of two quadrics (type D^) which have «i = 1 and s\ = 2 respectively.
We now give our example that the invariant & 151 is not upper semicontinuous under deformations in general, even for two-dimensional hypersurfaces.
Example. -Let ft(x, y, z) = tx 6 + x 7 + x^y 4 + y 7 + z 2 and let Xf be the surface germ at 0 € C 3 given by ft(x,y,z) = 0. Then b°^(Xt) = 3 if t ^ 0 whereas b°^(Xo) = 2. This shows that the invariant &°' 1 does not depend upper semicontinuously on deformation parameters in general.
To compute these numbers, we use the formula pg + a = dim Q f /~Kn y>o from [14, Cor. (6. 3)] which is valid for a two-dimensional isolated hypersurface singularity. Here Q f := ^/df A ^2, V is its KashiwaraMalgrange filtration, pg = dimQ-^/V^o is the geometric genus and ~K is the kernel of multiplication by / in Qf. In the example at hand, ft is semiquasi-homogeneous for all t, with weights (-,-,-) for t ^ 0 and with weights (-,..) for t = 0. For all t we have the equalities Proof. -It is well-known that the only toric surface singularities are the cyclic quotient singularities; these can only be Gorenstein if they are of type Ak.
A toric isolated complete intersection singularity of dimension three has 51 = & 151 = 0 so must be the ordinary double point.
If (X, x) is a complete intersection of dimension at least four, then {L) = 0. For a toric isolated singularity this group has rank equal to k -dim(X) where k is the number of one-dimensional faces of the corresponding cone. One has k = dim(X) if and only if the cone is simplicial, i.e. X is a quotient singularity. However, isolated quotient singularities in dimension at least three are rigid, so cannot be complete intersections.
We end with the following question. Let (X, x) be a three-dimensional isolated rational complete intersection singularity (more generally: a hypersurface section of an isolated Gorenstein singularity X' with T^, = 0) and let (V, E) -^ (X, x) be a good resolution. One has the exact sequence
-^ H^Y^logE^-E)) -^ T^ -. Hi(Y^y{\og E)(-E)) -^ 0
as Tj^ ^ H^{Y \ E,f^). Is it true that the tangent cone to the discriminant of the versal deformation of (X,a;) (which is in a natural way a cone inside T^ ^) is invariant under translations by the subspace H\Y^y{\og E)(-E))7
In [3] it is shown that the tangent cone to the discriminant is invariant under translations by mT^ where m is the maximal ideal of Ox,x-So one may as well ask whether H 1 (V, ^ (log E) (-£')) C mT^. This has been proven in the hypersurface case in [10] .
If the answer to the question is positive, then the first proof of smoothability of Q-factorial Calabi-Yau threefolds from [10] goes through if these have isolated complete intersection singularities.
In [9] , the second proof of [10] is generalized even further: Namikawa there admits smoothable isolated singularities which are either toric or have smooth semiuniversal base space.
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